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This document records the process that took place to see how 

the future needs of the Middleham and wider community 

could be best met without requiring such a significant scale of 

building as the Key Centre.

IntroductionBackground

The process involved an in-depth review of space utilization, 

financial performance and community ongoing needs from 

a ‘Key Centre’. 

The review was necessary due to unsustainable operating 

costs vs revenue generated by the current facility use.

Middleham was designated a conservation area in 1973 

although the Key Centre itself is unlisted and outside .



Middleham Key Partnership Limited: Original Key Centre founders

Background – The Entities

Middleham Key Centre Limited: Key Centre ‘operating company’ & tenant 

Middleham Town Council: Key Centre owners & Landlord

Inhabitant Householders Charity:



The Middleham Key Centre was opened in 1998 and designed to 

be a Further Education outpost of the Racing Industry and 

Darlington College and later Craven College at Skipton, as well as 

providing community centre facilities, perhaps explaining its 

original conceptual name of ‘Middleham Community College’ 

which it was ordinally registered with in July 1996 by the trustees of 

Middleham Key Partnership Ltd at that time.

Background



The initial aspirations for the facility were overtaken by 

technical and other advances and changes, so that it 

served as a rural classroom and learning facility for only a 

very short period after completion. 

The Key Centre, sadly has covered its costs and made an 

operating “profit” in only a few years of its existence. 

Background

Since incorporation in July 1996 there have been 64 trustees, 

mainly from, or local to Middleham, there are currently only 

3 active trustees all of whom are Town Councillors.



Background

February 2022: A Significant milestone and catalyst for review

Extract from Financial reports submitted to 

Companies House;  



MKC Review Objective

Explore and review 
options

Q3: Is this financially 
viable?

Do nothing and 
continue with 

existing 
arrangements

YES

NO

Q 1: What does the Community need from this 
building?
 

Q2: Does the 
existing facility 
provide this?

YES

NO

‘The primary and required objective is to provide financially viable space 

for continued community use with the secondary aspirational aim of 

increasing affordable housing availability for the local community.’

The starting point;  



Background – Financial Performance
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Profit / 

Loss Exc 
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& Grants

Donations 

& Grants

1997 £0 0 £0

1998 £0 0 £0

1999 -£4,210 -£19,757 £15,547

2000 -£24,848 -£34,331 £9,483

2001 -£10,261 -£19,771 £9,510

2002 -£504 -£20,043 £19,539

2003 -£2,349 -£15,266 £12,917

2004 £16,849 -£6,683 £23,532

2005 -£20,637 -£41,966 £21,329

2006 -£2,997 -£18,605 £15,608

2007 £182,035 -£15,356 £197,391

2008 £2,005 -£16,874 £18,879

2009 -£12,520 -£18,369 £5,849

2010 -£24,977 -£35,736 £10,759

2011 -£22,671 -£31,643 £8,972

2012 -£37,698 -£47,631 £9,933

2013 -£11,736 -£18,615 £6,879

2014 -£4,013 -£7,883 £3,870

2015 -£4,137 -£10,278 £6,141

2016 £2,082 -£4,160 £6,242

2017 -£1,047 -£4,208 £3,161

2018 -£873 -£4,048 £3,175

2019 £3,100 -£11,324 £14,424

2020 -£5,637 -£6,603 £966

2021 £14,360 -£21,943 £36,303

2022 -£2,365 -£18,305 £15,940

2023 -£13,032 -£18,060 £5,028

Key:

 Profit / Loss

 Profit / Loss excluding donations & Grants

 Donations & Grants

Middleham Key Centre Ltd: Profit / Loss 1999-2023   



MKC Review Objective – Aspirational Aim of Affordable Housing

The need for more affordable housing in Middleham, whether for rent or low cost routes to home ownership is a historic, current 

and unfortunately likely to be a future problem as there is no panacea available to Council for this.  

This is not just a first home issue, it affects all ages across all sectors of the community.

18 No 1 Bed
64%

6No 2 Bed
21%

3No 3 Bed
11%

1No 4 Bed
4%

North Yorkshire Home Choice Register

27 No 1 or 2 Bed
47%

22No 2 Bed
38%

2No Bungalows
3%

7No 3+ Bed
12%

RDC Middleham Racing Yards Housing Needs Report March 
March 2023

All data provided by NYC Rural Housing Enabler



MKC Operational Review

Sub-divide the building 
retaining part for community 

use and the remainder 
remodelled and let on a long 

lease 

Sub-divide the building 
retaining part for community 

use and the remainder 
converted for social housing 

Sell the entire building and 
land and relocate elsewhere 

in Middleham

Demolish the current building 
and rebuild a smaller facility 

with the remainder of the site 
used to build social housing

Remain as is with reduced 
operating costs  to make 

viable

Explore and review 
options

Following this review several options were identified, reviewed at a high level and this high-level 

evaluation enabled the least attractive options to be discounted and the remaining taken forward 

for further consideration and detailed scrutiny.



Councils Duties & Powers

These are all very different options Council had to seek specialist legal advice before option 

appraisals could be fully completed so the initial question to be answered was;

Council needed to understand the extent of powers available under applicable legislation or 

statute (such as, Local Government Act 1972 (s124,s126, s127, s139) – Power to Purchase or sell 

Land or Premises & Trustee Investments Act 1961 (s11) – Power to invest property in approved 

schemes)

In summary when reviewing, and potentially progressing any option review;

1. Are Council acting within their powers

2. Are Council discharging all necessary duties

3. Is the proposal lawful



Councils Duties & Powers

The process of understanding the extent of Duties & Powers introduced other, perhaps less widely 

considered aspects for consideration;

• Secretary of State: SoS approval would be required under certain circumstances. To 

  which options this applied, timeframe, process etc.  

• Duty to Inform: Who, when, where and how? 

• HM Treasury: Compliance requirements when ‘Managing Public Money’

• Idescon Principles: Case law precedents

• Best Value: Councils obligations to provide best value and how is best value 
  demonstrated.

  …..were just some of the issues to be fully understood to enable 
proper option appraisal. 



Councils Duties & Powers



The process of gaining an understanding these matters was painfully slow 

and made more complex as it took time to understand that there is no 

defined process to follow. Council’s duty is to achieve an outcome (the 

objective below) and not merely follow a defined process, if it 

existed…whilst acting within Councils powers and discharging all duties!

‘The primary and required objective is to provide financially viable space for continued community use with the 

secondary aspirational aim of increasing affordable housing availability for the local community.’

Councils Duties & Powers



Options Considered:

1. Sub-divide the building retaining part for community use and the remainder 

converted for social housing (Broadacres)

2. Sub-divide the building retaining part for community use and the remainder 

remodelled, either outright sale or let on a long lease (Racing Welfare)

3. Sell the entire building and land

4. Continue with the current model (MKC Ltd operating the Key Centre) – already 

proven that this is not financially viable as a long-term solution despite best efforts to 

reduce operating costs

5. Demolish the current building and rebuild a smaller community hall with the remainder 

of the site used to build social housing



A grant was provided by Richmondshire District Council to fund 
initial feasibility surveys. 

Activities funded through the grant included a full measured survey 
and topographical survey. 

The grant expenditure was last reconciled with NYC Rural Housing 
Officer on 25th July 2023 where it was agreed appropriate to retain 
unexpended funds for future activities that may become 
necessary.



Create eight affordable houses within approximately 60% of 
the building footprint leaving the remaining 40% for 
community use.



Indicative section and floor plans

Option 1:



The initial feasibility study undertaken identified;

 Pro’s

• Potential to deliver up to eight two-bedroomed units – fulfils aspirational requirement 
• Potential to introduce local connection occupancy requirement – but not guaranteed
• Retained community use was achievable
• Long term solution for both parties

 Con’s

• High build/conversation costs 
• Temporary Community space required for 12-18 month build period 
• ‘Rump’ space left for MTC to let which may prove difficult going forward
• Small scale of the development meant threshold costs for development high (£/unit)
• Relatively low rent return meant justifying investment was difficult 

Summary:

This option was feasible but not financially viable in the current format.

A joint venture potential was identified and Broadacres confirmed ‘Discussions had been started with Racing Welfare about 
the possibility of including them in the development and some other land which would increase the scope with a view to 
increase viability.’ A symbiotic joint venture scheme in some guise remains a future possibility.  



Option 2: 

Discussions started and feasibility works commenced 
with hand drawn mark-ups to ensure that the space 
required for ongoing Community use could be 
provided whilst RW retained sufficient space for their 
needs.



Option 2: 

The timeline discussed in July 2023 was for RW to take occupation of the Key Centre in January 2024.

In July 2023 RW confirmed that;

• The Key Centre acquisition by Racing Welfare was not dependent 

on the progression of the Park Lane scheme. 

• The Park Lane site was dependent on the outcome of the Key 

Centre.

• RW were unable to enter contractual arrangements or expend funds 

revising the pre app or planning application for Park Lane before a 

contractual position has been achieved with the Key Centre.

• RW entered more detailed dialogue with Broadacres on the 

(affordable housing) options available for the Park Lane site. 

• That these (affordable housing) discussions will run in tandem with 

the Key Centre acquisition and will include site capacity, design/ 

layout, and ownership. 

• The refurbishment of the Key Centre as per the draft proposed layout 

will be a key factor for them.



Shortlisted Option 2: Timeframe 

The aspirational timeframe for RW take occupation in January 2024 presented significant challenges so the timeline and process discussed with Council 

was to; (updates in original planning discussions in grey font)

July 2023

• Obtain MKC valuation (initially via Jessops initially but a conflict of interest identified as RW also using Jessops so Dacres used)

• Share valuation with RW to align expectations –  to build the basis of an agreement framework (HoT’s). (this was delayed due to the conflict 

issue noted above)

• Provide RW with overview of legal advice received to ensure ‘no surprises’ with approach necessary to discharge Councils obligations. 

(Requirements for Secretary of State approval, best value etc.)

August 

• If agreement reached iro item 2 then hold town meeting to share option being explored. 

• If no agreement reached iro of valuation end dialogue with RW & seek other options (as later slide this took until January 2024)

• 15th August RW confirm preference for outright purchase of MKC

• 30th August MTC confirm that if purchase remains preferred option then MKC can be put up for sale on open market from October 2023

September

• 1st September 2023 RW confirm long lease arrangements to be considered 

• RW to seek pre-app advice on Park Lane (the delay in RW purchase impacted on timing of this) 

• Council could put MKC for sale on open market, ensuring listing on all appropriate Charity mediums. (identified delay to Oct in Aug) 

September – December

• Work on short term lease arrangement with RW from January 2024 (12 months)

• RW to submit planning application for alterations to MKC

• Legal advice sought throughout..

• Agree timeline and implementation impact of MKC changes to see if temp arrangements required for ‘Community activities’ whilst any 

alterations are undertaken.

• Secretary of State approval sought to ratify proposed actions and indemnify individual Councillors (later established not required)

January 2024 on…RW operate Key Centre initially under short term lease agreement. 



Option 2: Lease or Sale

Options for either long-lease or outright purchase were discussed with RW.

Council powers and duties are significantly different for each scenario. 

Having sought legal advice Council established that to comply with the 

requirements of LGA 1972: General Disposal Consent 2003 (“the consent”);

• Secretary of State approval would not be necessary for outright sale as it can 

demonstrate two of the three considerations apply and MKC is valued at less 

than £2m.

Council also established that any long lease;

• Could not be on a ‘peppercorn rent’ basis as this would be deemed as an 

‘asset transfer’ or giving away the MKC

• The lease needed to be at RICS or locally proven comparable ‘market rates’

•  The £/sqft could be discounted due to the encumbrance (continued use 

required for the community)

• The lease term was governed by the £2m threshold, £2m / rent p.a. = longest 

possible term to remain with Council powers without seeking SoS consent 



Shortlisted Option 2: Valuation Appraisal 



Option 2: RW Costings 

In December conversion cost were provided by RW for MTC review and it was evident the costs included for a full strip of ALL 
internal ceilings, wall & floor finishes, M&E installations back to bare shell and re-install new at standard industry prices. 

These had been produced as a desk-top exercise without a site visit. 

The following queries and feedback was provided;

• Is a full CAT B fit-out required for M&E in all areas, currently there is 36% of the 

budget (£178k or £27/sqft) for this item

• If the entrance is moved to the proposed location this (budget allowed) will be 

insufficient as external alterations will be required to create an accessible entrance, 

see topo extract below that shows there is a 1m difference in levels where the 
entrance is proposed.

• Is the commercial kitchen required, if so by whom? 12% of budget (£60k or £9/sqft)

• Drainage – the provision of £5k looks light…however it would be adequate with the 

layout being drawn up more mindful current drainage locations (many options).

‘Please take the above in the spirit it is written, I am not wishing to be scathing in any 

way merely trying to demonstrate that given the current stage of negotiations I think a 
site survey and re-cost would be hugely beneficial to everyone.’



Option 2: Current status?

11th December 2023:

• RW informed MTC that their preference now may be to only take part of the Key Centre 

31st January 2024:  

• RW informed MTC that due to an internal review all new capital developments were put on hold

7th March 2024:

 MTC meeting with RW where it was confirmed that;

• RW have purchased the land on Park Lane from the Peacock estate

• Their ideal way forward is to develop young persons and retirement accommodation, working 
jointly with Broadacres on the Park Lane site 

• They would prefer to also develop a partnership arrangement with the Key Centre to use part of 
the building as a Gym and other facilities.

 A symbiotic joint venture scheme in some guise remains a future possibility.



Option 3: Sell and relocate elsewhere in Middleham

The initial feasibility study undertaken identified;

 Pro’s

• Potential to include condition for affordable housing 
• Removes the problem of sustaining the existing building & associated running costs
• Brings in a capital sum for community use (that can only be spent on capital projects)

 Con’s

• No available land for alternative new build in Middleham
• No suitable alternative buildings on the market in Middleham
• If suitable alternative building comes to market (or can be found) it would likely require works to make 

ready for community use so a prolonged temporary facility would be required
• Any sale on open market has potential to be ‘subject to planning’ prolonging the uncertainty 
• Temporary Community space requirements; where and at what cost 
 

Summary:

This option was not feasible largely due to lack of alternative locations in Middleham  



Option 4: Demolish and rebuild small Key centre with social housing
 

The initial feasibility study undertaken identified;

 Pro’s

• Delivers affordable housing 
• Would maximise development opportunity of the site
• Purpose built community facilities would provide exactly what was required

 Con’s

• Removes community facility for build period (18-24 months) 
• Temporary Community space required for build period 
• Demolishing the existing building devalues the asset until new building constructed
• Ongoing funding issues for MKC until demolished and then the cost of temporary facilities
• Development funding  

Summary:

This option was not feasible due to extended loss of community use through build period and potential funding issues.  



MKC Operational Review Status March 2024:

What is feasibility? 
A feasibility study is an assessment of the practicality of a proposed plan or project. 

What is viability?
Assessing the financial viability is crucial in deciding whether the project should proceed. A project is viable if the value (revenue) generated exceeds the development costs with an allowance for profit (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/financial-viability-for-housing-led-projects)
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with the remainder of the site 
used to build social housing

Remain as is with reduced 
operating costs?

MKC Ltd soon to become 
insolvent
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What is feasibility? 
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Assessing the financial viability is crucial in deciding whether the project should proceed. A project is viable if the value (revenue) generated exceeds the development costs with an allowance for profit (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/financial-viability-for-housing-led-projects)
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A feasibility study is an assessment of the practicality of a proposed plan or project. 
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Assessing the financial viability is crucial in deciding whether the project should proceed. A project is viable if the value (revenue) generated exceeds the development costs with an allowance for profit (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/financial-viability-for-housing-led-projects)
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MKC Operational Review Status March 2024:

1. Sub-divide the building retaining part for community use and the remainder 

converted for social housing (Broadacres)

2. Sub-divide the building retaining part for community use and the remainder 

remodelled and let on a long lease (Racing Welfare)

3. Sell the entire building and land 

4. Continue with the current model – already proven that the current operational 

model (MKC Ltd) is is not financially viable as a long-term solution despite best 

efforts to reduce operating costs

4.a) In the short to medium term implement a revised operational 

model via IH

5. Demolish the current building and rebuild a smaller community hall with the 

remainder of the site used to build social housing 

Councils Duties & Powers



Councils Duties & Powers

Questions?
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